**Firearms Basics: Semi-Auto vs Full-Auto**

Ruger Mini-14 Hunting Rifle

- **Caliber:** 5.56 NATO / Rem .223
- **Action:** Semi-Auto (1 trigger pull, 1 bullet fired)
- **Commercially Available**

Ruger SR15 Sporting Rifle

- **Caliber:** 5.56 NATO / Rem .223
- **Action:** Semi-Auto (1 trigger pull, 1 bullet fired)
- **Commercially Available**

Colt CM901 Military Rifle (NATO Standard Issue)

- **Caliber:** 5.56 NATO / Rem .223
- **Action:** Semi-Auto, Full Auto
- **Selectable firing mode:**
  - Semi-Auto = 1 trigger pull, 1 bullet fired
  - Full Auto = Hold trigger for continuous firing
- **Military or Law Enforcement Only or FFL Class III Permit**